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arly stages of embryo development determine the ability of human and animal embryos to successfully
implant and develop in the uterus. Thus, the reproductive efficiency of farm animals as well as the
reproductive success of human couples seeking infertility treatment may be improved by identifying
embryonic cell-produced cell protective factors. The NRI-sponsored research by Sutovsky et al.
identified one such cell protecting factor, Major Vault Protein (MVP) also called Lung Resistance-related

Protein (LRP), in the pig pre-implantation embryos. The MVP/LRP protein is a cell-produced protecting factor
that appears to covey multi-drug resistance in cancer cells during chemotherapy. Sutovsky et al. determined that
MVP/LRP is produced by pig embryos throughout early stages of development, suggesting that it could be one
of the factors that protect preimplantation embryos from negative epigenetic influences, such as drug treatments
and effects of mechanical, chemical and hormonal treatments encountered during assisted reproduction.
Accordingly, the authors observed increased accumulation of MVP/LRP in aberrant pig embryos produced by
nuclear transfer procedures and in the discarded, poor quality human ova not suitable for assisted fertilization that
were donated for research by informed, consenting couples treated for infertility. These initial findings suggest
MVP could play a role in mammalian oogenesis and/or early development, and could be exploited as a potential
oocyte/embryo quality marker in assisted reproduction.


